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Our Hardware. Divina Denuevo literally means “Divine Again” in Spanish. We search high and low for antique and
vintage hardware, keys and adornments in an effort to up-cycle something old that was otherwise destined for the
landfill, and make it new again.
Our Leather. We intentionally embrace and preserve the perfect imperfections found in leather. The brand marks,
textures and idiosyncrasies of the material emphasize how unique each and every piece is - no two are ever the
same. Over time, your leather will develop a beautiful patina reflective of the life its had with you and the adventures you’ve shared.
Our Guarantee. Every Divina Denuevo accessory is lovingly handmade from start to finish by two people. Each
piece is designed, cut, assembled, sewn, riveted and finished with attention to detail and pride. We offer a lifetime
guarantee for our hardware. Leather, when cared for properly, will last more than a lifetime.
Thank You. By purchasing a Divina Denuevo leather accessory you are not only investing in a product that will last
a lifetime, you are also helping preserve history and reduce waste.

ABOUT: The Designers

As with many adventures, the birth of Divina Denuevo began with a skeleton key…

A key that unlocked a love for creating unique pieces that hint to a simpler time, using time-honoured leather-crafting
techniques and sustainable design principles. Our designs are unique and edgy, while also remaining romantic and classic.
We focus on re-purposing that which the world has cast aside in redundancy like keys that no longer open doors and
locks that have lost their place as time has worn on. We believe in reducing waste and re-using our scraps to minimize our
footprint, and in working with our hands to make pieces of functional art.

Victoria Ronco Davis

Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, it was only natural that
Victoria would choose to name the line of leather goods she
was making in Spanish. Passionate about sustainability and
eco-consciousness since her teenage years, she shops local as
much as possible, checks the carbon footprint of her groceries,
and tries to reduce the amount of plastic in her household.
Before launching the Divina Denuevo line, Victoria was
always making things: from clothes to jewelry, she preferred
to create something original rather than wear what the
masses were sporting. When she came upon her first piece
of leather she was fascinated – the rustic look and raw edges
looked absolutely perfect and unique. Having always collected
opulent oddities such as skeleton keys and antique hardware,
she found that the shiny glints of hardware on the rich leather
made an excellent juxtaposition. After making her first bag,
she began looking at any old hardware that might end up in
a landfill: doorknobs, cabinet handles, keyplates, hinges – It
became her mission to find anything that she could save,
repurpose, and make beautiful again.

Dave Kelly

Dave grew up in a smaller community in Northern BC and moved to the Lower Mainland after high school to complete
his degree. He met Victoria when they both worked at the same company. They became good friends and when Victoria
was preparing for a local market, Dave offered to help. He originally began managing the business administration of the
line (handling pricing, inventory, product management and logistics), but soon found a spark in creativity that led him to
begin designing. His passion for the environment and natural talent for technical design began to shine through, lending
balance to Victoria’s artistic side. Dave still handles all the supply and production administration, pricing and inventory,
leaving Victoria to do the marketing and customer service. They both share in the design and creation, working together
as a collaborative team rather than as two individuals.

Divina Denuevo operates out of beautiful Vancouver, British Columbia.
All of our work is lovingly handmade from start to finish, by the two of us, in our small
studio.
- Victoria & Dave

ABOUT:
One-of-a-Kind Leather Bags

s

Raw Edge Bags:
BAGS WITH A RAW EDGE FLAP:
These bags feature the natural raw cut of the leather (the edges of the hide). We do not create the shape of
the flap, it’s completely organic and depends on how the hide was cut at the tannery. As such, each piece is
one-of-a-kind.
No two pieces will ever have an identical shaped flap edge - we are able to ensure that the flap is either
asymmetrical, straight across, or comes to a center point, but the idiosyncrasies and nuances of the flap
shapes are outside of our control.

Skeleton Key Accent Bags:
BAGS WITH AN ANTIQUE SKELETON KEY AS AN ADORNMENT:
These bags feature an authentic, antique skeleton key. Each piece has a different, unique key accompanied
by a laser engraved tag sewn inside that indicates the key’s origins and where it was recovered. The keys
come from various interesting places, ranging from abandoned warehouses to shipwrecks, cottages in the
south of France and even small villages in old Transylvania. Most are well over 100 years old.

Hardware Accent Bags:
BAGS WITH ANTIQUE OR VINTAGE HARDWARE AS ADORNMENTS:
These bags feature authentic vintage and antique hardware pieces - ranging from door knockers to drawer
pulls. Often these pieces are recovered from scrap yards and their origin is unknown. In some cases we are
able to recover multiple pieces of the same hardware (though each with its own unique patina and marks of
age), and in others the hardware pieces are completely one-of-a-kind.
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Leather Bags

Ayre Messenger
M201104

Divina Denuevo’s Ayre Messenger
is made using rich oil-tanned leather
that is strong enough to weather the
elements while remaining luxurious
and supple to the touch. The envelope
style messenger bag features industrial
strength polyester thread, heavy-duty
silver-tone hardware and an authentic
antique skeleton key as a closure. Each
bag has a different, unique key. Inside,
there is a laser-engraved leather tag that
indicates the origins of the key and
where it was recovered. The bag also
features a hidden rear pocket, perfect
for easy access to essentials such as a
phone. The slender design allows for
shoulder or cross body wear. It’s the
perfect every-day companion.

Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
BB/Bark Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
Dimensions:
[9” x 10.5”
Strap length: 46”-54”]

Barcelona Laptop Bag
L201102
Divina Denuevo’s Barcelona Laptop Bag is made using rich, 5oz. oil-tanned leather that will develop a beautiful
distressed patina over time. The satchel uses industrial strength nylon thread and heavy-duty silver-tone
hardware, and can accomodate up to a 16” laptop!
With an asymmetrical, equestrian-inspired flap and swing clasp hardware closure, your laptop will be protected
by this durable, sturdy leather. The rugged look of this bag makes it an immediate conversation piece.
Features an adjustable shoulder strap with reinforced padded slider for increased carrying comfort.

Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
BB/Bark Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac

Dimensions:
[17” x 11.5” x 1.5”
Strap Length: 46”-54”]

Edmonton Shopper Tote
T201201
Available Colours:
MPCG/Maple Cognac with Black Embossed Floral Accent
BF/Black Embossed Floral with Tan Accent
Divina Denuevo’s leather Edmonton Shopper Tote is a modern, industrial
take on the classic shopping tote bag. It’s roomy enough to fit everything
you could possibly need, and features a wide funnel opening allowing you
to find whatever it is you’re looking for with ease. It closes with an elegant
contrasting coloured leather strap slid through metal hardware to secure it.
The tote is made using industrial grade nylon thread and durable silver-tone
hardware.

Dimensions:
[16” x 10” x 5.5”]

Hampstead Handbag Tote
T201402
Available Colours:
MB/MB Matte Black with Matte Black Handles
CB/BK Chocolate Brown with Black Handles
CB/CB Chocolate Brown with Chocolate Brown Handles
BF/CG Black Embossed Floral with Cognac Handles

Divina Denuevo’s leather Hampstead HandbagTote is a simple
and elegant twist on the classic tote. With shortened handles
this tote is designed more to be carried as a handbag, and worn
on the shoulder only ‘in a pinch’.
The clean, basic shape makes this an every-day piece that will
age beautifully and become an heirloom to be passed down
through generations. Sewn with industrial grade polyester
thread and featuring hand-burnished edges, this bucket bag
will carry everything you need in style.

Dimensions:
[15.5” wide at the top, 13.5” wide at
the base
3.5” deep
12” tall
7” drop from the handle.
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Havana Tote
T201401
Available Colours:
BK/Black
TB/Tan Brown
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
BB/ Bark Brown
BF/Black Floral
MPCG/ Maple Cognac

Divina Denuevo’s Havana tote is an heirloom piece that will be your
every day bag until you pass it down your family line. Perfect to carry
by the handles or over the shoulder, this bag is made in a variety of
leathers that will develop a gorgeous patina over time. It’s one large
compartment inside and secures with a magnet closure.

Made from one piece of leather, this bag is guaranteed to last a lifetime! It has minimal seams and no zippers to
break - just solid construction and simple, classic elegance.

Dimensions:
[13” x 10” x 2”]

Wicklow Handbag
PU201201
Available Colours:
MPCG/BK Maple Cognac with Black Handles
BF/BK Black Floral with Black Handles

Divina Denuevo’s Wicklow Leather Handbag is a modern
take on the classic ‘bowling bag’ design. The unique two-tone
equestrian aesthetic can quickly dress-up any casual outfit,
and looks gorgeous paired with jeans and riding boots as it
does with a short, flowy summer dress.

This gorgeous handbag is the perfect every-day bag, with its roomy
interior and convenient size. The handles are long enough to just allow
the bag to be carried on the shoulder in a pinch, though it’s designed to
be worn on the arm or carried on the hand with elegance. The design is
a classic and a staple for any wardrobe! Made in a variety of leathers that
will age beautifully, the bag is stitched with industrial-grade polyester
thread and features an authentic antique drawer pull accent, and matching brass hardware and zipper. Hanging on the zipper is a small, authentic antique skeleton key.

Each bag contains a different drawer pull and skeleton key, making every order completely
unique. Each bag will have similar looking hardware to the one pictured, but it may not be
identical.
The interior is roomy with two hanging pockets for keeping your necessities easy-to-reach
(no more digging for your cell phone or keys at the bottom of your bag!).

Dimensions:
[14.5” x 11” x 5.5”]

Urban Raw Edge Key Accent Messenger Envelope Style
M201304
Divina Denuevo’s Urban Raw Edge Key Accent Messenger is the perfect every-day companion. The rich oil
tanned leather messenger bag has a waxy, supple texture and will distress beautifully, gradually developing a soft
patina as time goes by.
The bag is sewn using industrial strength leather-grade nylon stitching, and uses matching silver hardware.
It’s a large bag - large enough for your laptop, and has an inside pocket perfect for your phone and a smaller one
that accommodates your business cards - this is truly an adventure satchel that has you covered for everything and
anything!
The strap is all leather with a matching buckle allowing you to adjust the length as you wish.
What really makes this bag special is the off-set authentic antique skeleton key accent and the asymmetrical raw
edge of the flap. Each order has a different, unique key and a laser-engraved leather tag sewn inside the bag that
indicates the origins of the key and where it was recovered, and a unique raw edge flap.

Available Colours:
BK/ Black (smooth)
CB/ Chocolate Brown
EB/ Espresso Brown
MB/ Mahogany Brown
CHB/ Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/ Maple Cognac
BB/ Bark Brown

Dimensions:
[12” x 14”
Strap length: 46”-54”]

Urban Raw Edge Key Accent
Messenger - Gusseted Style
M201402
Available Colours:
PCB/Plum Chocolate Brown
BGB/Brandy Golden Brown
Various Odd Lot/Seasonal - please inquire
for current selection

Divina Denuevo’s Urban Raw Edge Key Accent Messenger is the
perfect every-day companion. Made using supple upholstery leathers
chosen for their soft texture and distressed appearance, the leather
will gradually develope a beautiful patina as time goes by.
The bag is sewn using industrial strength leather-grade nylon
stitching, and uses matching silver hardware.
The bag is an excellent size to fit everything you could possibly need,
and has a 2.5” gusset allowing for extra depth. It has an inside pocket
perfect for your phone and a smaller one that accommodates your
business cards - this is truly an adventure satchel that has you covered
for everything and anything!
The strap is all leather with a matching buckle allowing you to adjust
the length as you wish.
What really makes this bag special is the off-set authentic antique
skeleton key accent and the asymmetrical raw edge of the flap. Each
order has a different, unique key and a laser-engraved leather tag
sewn inside the bag that indicates the origins of the key and where it
was recovered, as well as a different, unique raw edge flap.

Dimensions:
[10” x 12” x 2.5”
Strap length: 46”-54”]

Portland Raw Edge Swing Clasp Messenger
M201102

Divina Denuevo’s Portland Messenger Bag is a roomy satchel that
has a gorgeous rustic look. With its natural raw edges and heavyduty industrial swing clasp closure, this messenger looks as tough
as it is. Made only in oil-tanned leathers specifically designed for
outdoor use and sewn with industrial grade polyester thread, the
Portland will protect your stuff brilliantly.
The signature swing clasp closure doesn’t just look really cool, it
also allows for easy access to your belongings without having to
deal with any buckles or snaps.

Dimensions:
[14” x 10.5”
Strap length: 46”-54”]

Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BB/Bark Brown

Leather Clutches and Purses

Mayfair Clutch/Purse
C201101 / C201101s
Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BF/Black Embossed Floral
BB/Bark Brown

The Divina Denuevo Mayfair Clutch is a versatile, timeless staple. The envelope-style
messenger clutch is available in a variety of different leathers and features industrial
strength polyester thread and an authentic antique skeleton key on the end of a strap that
wraps around the clutch and acts as a closure. Each clutch has a different, unique key.
Inside, there is a laser engaved leather tag that indicates the origins of the key and where
it was recovered. The Mayfair is perfect as a minimal clutch or can be used as a wallet
with a larger purse.
It is also available with a fixed strap as a purse.
Dimensions;
[7” x 5”
Optional Strap Variation: 46”]

Warwick Raw Edge
Swing Clasp
Clutch/Purse
C201108/C201108S
Available Colours:
BK/Black
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BF/Black Embossed Floral
BB/ Bark Brown

Divina Denuevo’s Warwick Clutch is an eye catching
design with an organic, rustic appeal. Offered in a variety
of different leathers, this clutch features a natural raw edge
flap, secured with an industrial swing clasp closure.
The flap features the natural raw cut of the leather - we
didn’t create the shape of the flap, that’s how the leather
came to us from the tannery. As such, each piece is one-ofa-kind.

Dimensions;
[11” x 7”
Optional Strap Variation: 46”]

Suffolk Clutch/Purse
C201104/C201104S

Divina Denuevo’s Suffolk Leather Clutch is a real show-stopper. Juxtaposing the timeless elegance of an authentic
vintage key plate (called an escutcheon) with the industrial and rugged-looking raw edge of the flap makes this
clutch an attention-grabbing piece that can be dressed up for a night on the town or paired down with jeans for a
casual look.
The Suffolk is made using industrial grade polyester thread and is secured with a magnetic snap closure.
Choose to add a strap and make this clutch a purse.
*note that escutcheon used may not be the same as the one pictured in the catalogue. Please request what is currently being used before placing order.
Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BF/Black Embossed Floral
BB/ Bark Brown

Dimensions;
[11” x 7”
Optional Strap Variation: 46”]

Portobello Clutch/Purse
Pu201401
Divina Denuevo’s Portobello Clutch is the perfect size for an every day
bag. Made in rich, oil tanned leathers it has a waxy, supple texture and
will distress beautifully, gradually developing a soft patina as time goes
by.
The bag is sewn using industrial strength leather-grade polyester thread
and uses matching silver hardware.
It features an exterior back pocket, perfect for slipping your cell phone
or your bus pass in for easy access. It closes with a magnet snap and has
an all leather strap that you can choose as a fixed length, or adjustable, or
none at all making this beauty into a clutch!
What really makes this bag special is the off-set authentic antique skeleton key accent and the asymmetrical shape of the flap. Each order has
a different, unique key. Inside, there is a laser engaved leather tag that
indicates the origins of the key and where it was recovered.

Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BF/Black Embossed Floral

Dimensions;
[13” x 9”
Optional Strap Variation:
Fixed Length: 48”
Adjustable: 46-54”]

Palermo Clutch/Purse
C201202/ C201202s

Divina Denuevo’s Palermo Envelope Clutch is simple, elegant and a classic wardrobe staple. Secures with a
matching black snap and stitched with industrial strength polyester thread, this clutch is made with a wide
range of beautiful leathers and makes a great basic purse.

Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BF/Black Embossed Floral
BB/Bark Brown

Dimensions;
[13” x 9”
Optional Strap Variation: 48”]

Men’s Leather Accessories

Plain & Simple Belt
B201401

Divina Denuevo’s Plain&Simple
belt is made for unisex wear and
is an every-day belt that will age
beautifully. Made in three beautiful leathers the Plain&Simple belt
features brass hardware, but can be
made with silver hardware if preferred.

Dimensions;
[1.25” x 28”-60”]

Available Colours:
BK/Black
CG/Cognac
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
SM/Smoke

DOPP Kit Toiletry Case with Removable Waterproof Lining
A201203

Divina Denuevo’s Toiletry Case is a unique design that features a removable waterproof liner that secures to the leather
case with velcro, and can be easily removed and washed after any major spills, ensuring that the leather exterior remains
protected and dry.
Made with two tones of rich oil tanned leather - this luxurious toiletry bag is stitched with industrial grade polyester
thread and has a strong brass zipper closure. Hanging on the end of the zipper tab is a small authentic antique skeleton
key (every order will have a different key, making each case completely one-of-a-kind!).
The leather exterior will distress beautifully giving this case a wonderful rustic, aged look.
Important Note: Lining fabric pattern will vary and sometimes be a solid colour, but will always look super cool and
compliment the leather exterior. Please inquire for information on our current selection of waterproof lining fabrics.

Available Colours:
BU/BK: Burgundy/Black
BK/CB: Black/Chocolate Brown
TB/CB: Tan Brown/Chocolate Brown
BB/BK: Bark Brown/Black

Dimensions;
[12.5” x 4.5” x 4”]

Small Leather Products
& Accessories

Pop-Up Card Wallet
A201101/A201102/A201208

The Divina Denuevo Pop-Up Card Wallet is simple, sleek, and surprisingly functional. Available in a variety of
colours of durable oil tanned leather, the unique design will ‘pop’ the contents up as the opening tab is pulled.
Made with industrial strength nylon thread and fastening with a snap closure, as many as 8 plastic cards (such as
credit cards, I.D. cards, bank cards, etc.) or approximately 12 business cards will fit inside. Over time the leather will
develop a beautiful distressed patina, and may stretch to accomodate more cards as time passes. Choose between a
classic snap closure or a snap closure that features an authentic antique skeleton key.

Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BB/Bark Brown

Dimensions;
[4” x 3”]

Carry-All Wallet
A201202

Available Colours:
BK/Black Smooth
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
BF/Black Embossed Floral
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BB/ Bark Brown

The Divina Denuevo Carry-All Wallet is a fantastic pouch
for keeping all the essentials in one, easy-to-access place.
Made in a variety of durable leathers and stitched with
industrial strength nylon thread, this pocket-style wallet
features a keyring and detatchable wrist strap for attatching
it to just about anywhere. Perfect for clipping to the inside of
a backpack or purse to avoid having to dig to the bottom in
search of small items.
The wallet is closed by two silver-tone screw stud bolts, and
has matching silver-tone hardware throughout. Over time this
leather will develop a beautiful patina and age beautifully.

Dimensions:
[6.5” x 4”]

Simple Fold Wallet
A201210

Divina Denuevo’s Simple Fold Wallet is based on the
simply designed classic. With a single pocket on either
side, this wallet flips open to reveal the essentials: cards
and cash. Made in a variety of leathers and sewn with
industrial strength nylon thread, the wallet features
a vintage escutcheon key plate and matching brass
hardware.
Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BF/Black Embossed Floral
BB/Bark Brown

[4” x 3” (closed)
4” x 6” (open)]

Shaving Brush Roll Case
A201403

Divina Denuevo’s Shaving Brush Roll Case ensures that your brush dries safely without getting
squashed. A simple roll at first glance, it protects
your brush while still allowing ample air flow for
it to dry naturally.

Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BF/Black Embossed Floral
BB/Bark Brown

[7”x5”]

Antique Key-Wrap
Leather Cuff
A201104

The Divina Denuevo Antique Key-Wrap Leather Cuff is a
unisex adjustable cuff made in a variety of different leather
options, and features an antique skeleton key riveted to a
leather strap that wraps around the wearer’s wrist to secure.
There are so many ways to wear this cuff, depending on the
size of the wearer’s wrist and how tightly they adjust it.
Each cuff comes with an authentic antique skeleton key, so
no two cuffs will be the same. The keys come from all over
the world and are real antique finds.

Available Colours:
BK/Black (smooth)
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BB/Bark Brown
BF/Black Embossed Floral

Leather Journals

Nottinghill Refillable
Leather Journal
J201101
Divina Denuevo’s Nottinghill Refillable Leather Journal
is made with a variety of different leathers and features a
silver-tone antique skeleton key on a leather tie that wraps
around the journal and then tucks into a loop to keep
it closed. The journal includes a spiral bound notebook,
which can be replaced when full, meaning you’ll have a
journal to treasure over and over again.
Each journal is handmade and no two are ever the same.
The skeleton keys come from estate sales, auctions, and
treasure hunts. Some are from as far away as France,
some were even shipwreck salvage! Each journal has its
own, unique key, and a label inside telling you where your
journal’s key came from.
Over time the leather will develop a beautiful patina.

Available Colours:
BK/Black
CB/Chocolate Brown
EB/Espresso Brown
MB/Mahogany Brown
CHB/Crazyhorse Brown
BB/Bark Brown
MPCG/Maple Cognac
BF/Black Embossed Floral
BB/Bark Brown

Available Sizes
Large - (6.5”x9”x0.75”)
Small - (4.5”x6”x0.75”)
Pocket - (3.5”x4.5”x0.75”)

Leather Swatches
Subject to Availability

Black Smooth

Chocolate Brown

Smoke

Espresso Brown

Mahogany Brown

Crazyhorse Brown

Maple Cognac

Bark Brown

Black Embossed Floral

Plum Chocolate Brown

Brandy Golden Brown

Burgundy

smooth (no grain) oil tanned
leather with waxy texture

visible grain oil tanned leather with
waxy texture nd pull-up effect (by design
lightens in colour when stretched and
distresses well)

smooth (no grain) leather with rich undertones, slightly waxy texture and pullup effect (by design lightens in colour
when stretched and distresses well)

thin upholstery leather with very fine
grain, slightly waxy texture and pull-up
effect (by design lightens in colour when
stretched and distresses well)

smooth (no grain) oil tanned leather
with waxy texture and pull-up effect
(by design lightens in colour when
stretched and distresses well)

visible grain oil tanned leather with
waxy texture nd pull-up effect (by design
lightens in colour when stretched and
distresses well)

smooth (no grain) matte coloured leather
with pull-up effect (by design lightens
in colour when stretched and distresses
well)

thin upholstery leather with very fine
grain, marbled tones and pull-up effect
(by design lightens in colour when
stretched and distresses well)

smooth (no grain) oil tanned leather
with waxy texture and pull-up effect
(by design lightens in colour when
stretched and distresses well)

smooth (no grain) oil tanned leather
with marbling, waxy texture and pullup effect (by design lightens in colour
when stretched and distresses well)

matte black embossed with floral print
leather with a glossy sheen

smooth (no grain) matte coloured
leather with pull-up effect (by design
lightens in colour when stretched and
distresses well)

Stockists
For wholesale inquiries or to place an order, please contact:
Victoria Ronco or Dave Kelly
hello@divina-denuevo.com
778.401.6075
or visit us online at www.divina-denuevo.com to learn more.
Our studio is located at:
41 W 7th Ave
Vancouver, BC V5Y 4B5
Visits are by appointment only, please call to schedule.
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